Sole head transcriptomics reveals a coordinated developmental program during metamorphosis.
Most teleosts undergo a thyroid hormone (TH) regulated larval to juvenile transition known as metamorphosis. In Pleuronectiformes (flatfish), metamorphosis is most dramatic, and one eye of the symmetric pelagic larvae migrates to the opposite side of the head, giving rise to an asymmetric benthic juvenile with both eyes on the same side of the body. Asymmetric development occurs mostly in the head. To understand the genetic mechanisms underlying this developmental change we have generated a Solea senegalensis metamorphosing flatfish head transcriptome. Our results reveal that THs acting as integrative factors direct a stepwise genetic program that initiates a specific organismal level response followed by cell specific responses that lead to the long-term changes that characterise the post-metamorphic identity and physiology of the head. Flatfish head asymmetric development during metamorphosis and its TH dependency is conserved thus we consider the findings in sole most likely representative of all flatfish species.